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MBTI type can lead the way. When family
members know and understand one
another's type, they are less likely to
assume they are "right" and others are
"wrong." This is true across many issues
including
management
of
time,
approaches
to
schoolwork,
decision
making,
recreational
activities
and
vacations, and even rules of the
household.

Because your people are your number
one resource, it often means many
personalities working together in the
same office and Homes! This can
lead to great collaboration, as much
as
difficult
conflicts
and
misunderstood communications. We
us help bring personality knowledge
to you, your staff and family and give
them the tools to discern traits and
preferences.
You can relish harmony when you
under the causes of differences
between people.
Imagine if everyone thought, behaved
and acted in the same manner and
everything was predictable! Would
our life be interesting!
Successful individuals are one who
can acknowledge, accept and
adjust to differences between
people!
It is the understanding of our own types
and that of others which will enable us to
realize theunconscious.

Types and Children’s:

Type and Your Work
When you understand your type preferences,
you can approach your own work in a manner
that best suits your style, including: how you
manage your time, problem solving, best
approaches for decision making, and dealing
with stress. Knowledge of type can help you
better understand the culture of the place you
work, develop new skills, understand your
participation in teams, and cope with change in
the workplace.

The Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for
Children®(MMTIC®) is an assessment that
was developed to measure psychological
type preferences in children and young
people from the ages of 7 to 18.
Understanding
the
meaning
of
type
preferences enhances personal growth,
regardless of age, but is especially
important for young people who are at the
threshold for learning how they can
be all they can be within the natural
framework of who they are.

Type and Family
Family lifestyle requires a harmonious melding
of all members of the family. Understanding of

For : Professionals, Family and children’s . Extension for Professionals : MBTI Step II for deeper understanding. MBTI has wide application and we have a unique MBTI and communication wheel.

